principles; to beware even of certain of the perils of acting on principle. Medical practice is too much embarrassed by the incessant contingencies of clinical experience to be able to take a ruler and rule out a-course of action on broad lines of principle. They might rather be looked upon as pioneers, traders, and adventurers, going into an almost unknown-or, at any rate, an unsurveyed and uncharted-country, and, for the purposes of their adventure and trade, making their way through the wilds as well as they could. In the course of tens, twenties, or hundreds of years the surveyor would lay down the various features of the region, and lay out its roads with exactitude; but it would have been a poor thing for geography if adventurers had waited for the cartographers. Therefore he thought, as concerns the present question, the Section must for the moment dissociate itself from pharmacology in the sense of disinterested science; and, mioreover, he thought it very important that the difference of these two points of view should be explained very clearly to the student.
If the students who went into Professor Cushny's or Professor Dixon's or other pharmacological laboratory thought they were going to obtain therefrom practical maxims, rules which would guide them in their work as artists and physicians, be believed they would find themselves disappointed. It would not be a fruitful way of developing their clinical resourcefulness to lead them to expect immediate practical results from the researches carried on in the laboratory, away from the bedside. But he thought we ought to point out to the student how the matter is approachable from these opposite sides; how, by sheer empiricism or by partial empiricism, the practical man, having tracked out rude paths of his own, would probably find them in their main directions verified, although probably very much corrected by the pharmacologist when he caught the practical man up. But the practical man-the artistmust always be, as he always has been, very considerably in advance of the researcher, the scientist; he must be doing, and in the stress of action there can be no waiting for the corps of surveyors and mapmakers. Therefore, therapeutics must be approached from opposite sides; the student must be taught that rule of thumb comes first, and that verifications follow very slowly behind. The pharmacologist had thrown valuable light on practical methods, but, fortunately, most of these methods were known before. For the practical methods were largely a matter of knack. Only a few days ago a shrewd practitioner said to the speaker, "What chaps you turn out from Cambridge! The other day one of them went to see a sick old lady for me, and came away Therapeutical and Pharmacological SectionI with his mouth so full of long words, proposals for blood examinations, and so forth, that I was quite alarmed, and went to see the woman, who had been under treatment three or four days with no benefit, and it was obvious at once what was wanted. I gave her a 5-gr. dose of calomel, and the whole difficulty was promptly cleared up. Why could you not teach him simple things like that ? " The speaker replied that this halfinstinctive rule of thumb was no simple thing, but the fine flower of a lifetime of converse with clinical practice. It was the offspring not of research but of the insight of a shrewd and expert empiricism. That general practitioner would have been unable to explain to Professor Cushny how he had attained to this happy knack, but it was due to the instinctive sense of the artist thoroughly familiar with the inaterials he had to use, who had gained in time much adroitness in handling them. Now, this was the kind of empiricism which those present would estimate at its full and great value. However, this sagacity was something more than mere empiricism, or mere chance. If these therapeutical methods could not be called scientific-if the President would criticize their vagueness and tentativeness, how they lacked the precision of scientific laws, yet he would recognize also that in practical life we have to act on many rules of that more or less temporary kind which Bacon called axiomata media. It had been by means of such rudimentary clinical maxims that physicians have had no little success in their practice; nevertheless, when they could feel the solid bottoni of scientific laws it was a rare satisfaction to them. As practical men they had learned meanwhile to manage their many difficulties and contingencies by a sort of instinctive appreciation gained by long watching at the bedside. Many medical rules and materials came from folk-medicine, a truth which did not seem to be sufficiently realised. He would take three examples out of many from different sides of practice. Digitalis came to us from folk-medicine; and the genius of Fothergill perceived that in this traditional drug-uncertain, tentative, or wild as the use of it may have been-there was no little virtue; and, as a skilled bedside observer, he improved the casual but still empirical routine on which digitalis had been used. Then came the more scientific researches of others, and among the earlier of these he might refer to those of Dr. Milner Fothergill and himself. And in this line of treatment he thought one might almost say that the pharmacologist had caught the clinician up, and had been able so to straighten out and clarify the notions of the practical man that the drug could now be used with something like precision; no longer as a kind of blunderbuss. The second example he would take was vaccination, which again came from folk-medicine. With like genius Jenner saw that there was something in the common rustic notion, and patiently detached the principle from confusing, hampering, contingent circumstances, with consequences so prodigious that one could hardly find an adjective big enough to say what would be the end of its values. The whole structure of immunity now daily rising before us had arisen from that shrewd observation of a tradition of folk-medicine. The third practice of folk-medicine he would cite was poultices. A few years ago medical freethinkers began to scoff at poultices; and one read of a certain eminent surgeon who was accustomed to say, " Take that dirty thing away and throw it into the fire." Like many of his brethren, the speaker also got rather ashamed of poultices, and the humble practitioner was laughed out of the employment of them, because there was no scientific explanation of their effects. Yet quite recently Bier's method of local congestion had arrived to explain how our fathers did, by proper precautions, compass very considerable benefits by their crude and tentative application of a true principle.
It appeared to him that, if he might venture to touch upon the duty of the pharmacologist, it would be to urge upon him what he knew would be Professor Cushny's own advice-namely, to watch the practitioner, and not to shut himself up in a laboratory in another street.
It seemed to him of the utmost importance that disinterested science should be constantly in touch with living realities. Happily, pharmacologists were stepping out of their balloons; they had learned how valuable were the empirical devices of the doctors, and how these ways of theirs might again and again, as in the cases of digitalis, vaccination, and poultices, just put the pharmacologist on the track and show him where to drive his adits into the mine of truth. But, on the other hand, it was no less the duty of the practitioner to watch the pharmacologist; because, necessary as were his empirical methods for a time, in their rough application they were at best tentative and wasteful, and not rarely, when misapplied, blundering or even injurious. It was often said to the student that he should not treat "the disease," but should treat the patient; but this aphorism he could never understand. What could be treated but the patient ? A disease is an abstract idea, and one could not treat an abstraction. This should be explained to the student; and also that medicine, like politics, is not (or not only) a set of principles, but an art to be exercised, like all arts, in the midst of the shifting Therapeutical andl Pharnmacological Section5 incidents of the particular case. If, then, the practitioner and the pharmiiacologist would watch each other, a working compromise would be found between the two which would be miiutually beneficial. The enmpiric, oddly enough, needed to be taught how to be an emiipirie. For unfortunately, he was too often a traitor to his own cause he would speculate. The em-lpirical schools had done an enornmous amount of good in medicine. The great empirical school which sprang up at Alexandria as a reaction against the hiumoral system of dogmas had been a most valuable discipline for the art of medicine. But unhappily there is no speculator, no visionary, like your practical man. But when one had nothing but empiricism to guide one it inust be a genuine eimpiricismnot be distorted by unchastened speculations. Take, for examliple, the cure of syphilis-an excellent example of empiricism. We did not know how iodide of potassium or mI1ercury cured syphilis, but the clinical artist had pointed out the way and we could not afford to wander far from it. Before long, no doubt, pharmacologists would be able to say how iodide of potassium cured syphilis, but nmeanwhile they had to go on the axiotna vtedium, the clinical maxim ; and they should be careful to tell the student where empiricismii begins and ends, and when they should be provisionally content with empiricism, and not involve themiselves in speculations and arbitrary hypotheses on matters which would be more properly approached on the accurate methods of the laboratory.
Instead of a genuine emapiricism, then, speculations of the most flighty kind had flourislhed amiiong practitioners, so that in Galen and his endless following there had been a mixture of eml-piricismn with the most unbridled speculations and the most unbridled polypharmacY. Galen cumbered himuself with a pile of folk-medicine, much of which had been got together during the early ages, and built up during many centuries of speculative analogies and " sympathies"; and, amongst other things, he inherited the tradition of the celebrated theriac. Galen either thought or pretended to think this antidote so precious that he added thirty more ingredients to it, and declared nobody but himself could make it properly. Even until the end of the eighteenth century this disgusting compound was given, as a mnatter of routine, to every patient in the Montpelier Hospital. This was not so much empiricismii run m.lad as expatiations of unbridled conjecture. The use of the remedy was not based on observation, however rude, but on the notion that as the viper survived his own poison his flesh would be an antidote to it; and then not only to viper poison, but would be a universal antidote to all poison. Instead of simply watching and record-ing whefher the remedy did good or not, a false empiricism was built on fanciful speculations. The next point he would urge was that one of the first things to tell the student in the wards was that he was not to be disdainful about therapeutics. As he took up that evening's paper, he had read, "If a man is so clever as not to have any opinions, he is like a nail which is too good to hold down a carpet." If a man was over-sceptical at the bedside he became of less use as a physician. The student should be assured that, apart from scientific laws and pharmacological proof, he was entering into a great inheritance of empirical knowledge of infinite provisional service, so long as it was recognized and used as such; that it was often of crucial efficacy, and would often turn death into life. The student should be assured that such and such have been the facts and results of clinical experience, whether they could be scientifically explained or not. They were to go to the bedside as artists, and thus to do what they could for the patient; if possible on scientific principles, but yet to recognize the tradition of precious empirical knowledge and work which had not as yet received scientific elucidation. Again, one should demonstrate to students the meaning of the Hippocratean maxim of the vis medicatrix naturw.
It was part of the extraordinary insight of Hippocrates that he made prognosis one of the great cardinal points of medicine; for prognosis included diagnosis: What was the morbid process going to do? This, again, the scientific pathologist was as yet far from being able to tell us. More and more knowledge was being acquired year after year, yet to explain all our empirical clinical resources and divinations would occupy many a generation to come. In prognosis the family physician would often be able to tell the best consultant in the world whether the patient was going to die or to recover, and he was generally right. Such insight became instinctive, and was born of shrewdness and watchfulness. Therefore, the student should be told not to trust too much to his science schools; he might make his blood-counts, estimate the quantity of albumin found in the urine, cultivate his bacteria, but not forget to look at a case as a whole, and to try to form an idea how the disease was going-an idea only to be formed by watchful practice at the bedside. It had been said that the vis medicatrix naturm might become the vins devastatrix naturn: Nature might do as much harm in one case as she did good in another. But the practitioner learns to appreciate the tendency of all moving systems to recover equilibrium under disturbance-the " righting couple "-and to perceive in the particular case how far this power of righting itself is maintained or endangered, and to adjust and temper his remedial means accordingly.
Finally, it was our duty to warn against the over-use of empirical remedies, seeing that we cannot exactly measure or value them. There had always been a tendency for medical fashion to run to an excessive use of particular means: for instance, of purgatives, or of diaphoretics, or of diuretics, or of venesection, and so forth. He recollected a remarkable passage in the " Timaeus," part of which he thought might be used as a motto for the pharmacologist. Plato was animadverting upon the over-use of purgatives. The empirical maxim contained imuch truththat of cleansing, or of clearing some foreign matter out of a person: intestinal toxins, for example, in modern language. But it was ainother thing to over-use purgatives. "If anyone," he says, " regardless of the intention of Nature, would get better of disease and its complications by medicine, by their excessive action he only increases and multiplies them; wherefore we ought always to manage them, if possible, by regimen, such as diet, gymnastics, &c., and not provoke a disagreeable enemy. For diseases should not be irritated by medicines (purgatives, &c.) unless at some critical moment, because they brought other dangers of their own with then." And then followed the reflection which he (Sir Clifford) thought so remarkable : " Since every form of disease is in a manner akin to the nature of the living being (T" T'V O'c&v 4'EL 7rpoo-EotcE), whose complex frame has its appointed term of life." Plato might have sat at the feet of Hippocrates, as indeed he probably did. Abernethy said, " I don't like to bully the organs into health." He thought, then, that the teacher should instruct the student in maximns of this kind, showing how empirical medicine mostly was, how treatment depended on prognosis, and how prognosis depended on shrewd observation of the ways of life and disease; and that, watching these ways of Nature, our attempts should be to modify them by such drugs, diet, regimen, and gymnastics as experience has suggested: that, in a word, we should endeavour to make medical students not merely trained men of science, but, that which is the end of their being-good clinical therapeutists.
Professor OSLER, F.R.S., said he thought the best contribution he could make to the discussion was to state what was the method of teaching practical therapeutics in the Johns Hopkins Medical School. They had the advantage of starting with a clean slate-without traditions in history. There was a three years' preliminary course, in which the men were taught the scientific branches. After two years in the medical school proper, the men entered the hospital at the beginning of their third year, and worked in the out-patient department and in the wards and in the clinical laboratories for two years.
